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EVDense Releases New Features for the EVDense Digital Diary
The newest version of the EVDense Digital Diary is based on our users’ feedback to make it even easier to
use!
Nov. 6, 2009 - PRLog -- Seattle, WA – EVDense Corporation (www.evdense.com), the leader in storing
and protecting electronic evidence for consumers, today released an updated version to make it even easier
for users to continue to protect themselves with their own electronic evidence.
The EVD Digital Diary now allows users to create folders, which can be used to sort and categorize all of
their files. Users can simply drag and drop their files into a folder, so the files can be easily found when
they are needed. A particular file can also be stored in multiple folders, in case the file relates to more than
one issue.
The new user interface for the EVD Digital Diary makes it even easier to use and is familiar to everyone
who uses email. “Based on feedback from our users, we made some major enhancements to the service that
will give our users a more organized way to store their important information to protect themselves when
they need it the most,” says Roger Yee, Co-CEO of EVDense Corporation.
With its timeline summary, the EVD Digital Diary gives users a very unique way to view their files. Users
can track a series of events in the timeline summary from beginning to end. The EVD Digital Diary
timeline summary helps users visually identify patterns, and makes it easy for users to visually present their
information as a story.
EVD Digital Diary can be used for just about anything. Sign up for your free account today and see how
easy it is to keep a record of your life. Keep an ongoing daily diary, upload any type of electronic file,
certify that all of your files are the originals and use EVD Digital Diary to validate that those files have not
been changed or altered since the day they were stored.
About EVDense
EVDense Corporation (www.evdense.com), headquartered in Seattle, Washington, is a leader in
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications for securely creating, storing, and retrieving electronic files and
documents. The EVDense team has decades of experience in the legal technology industry, and is advised
by seasoned legal experts. EVDense products include Ixio Legal QShift and Business Intelligence Process
Design consulting for business class customers, and EVDense Digital Diary for consumers to create and
store electronic information as evidence.
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